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Abstract

Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of end-to-end delay guarantees to real-time applications
is an important issue in emerging broadband packet networks. Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
scheduling, in conjunction with per-hop traffic shaping (jointly called Rate Controlled EDF
or RC-EDF) has been recognised as an effective means of end-to-end deterministic delay
provisioning. This paper addresses the issue of identifying RC-EDF shaping parameters
that realize maximal network utilizations. We first prove that finding “optimal” shapers
is in general infeasible, and then propose a heuristic choice derived from the flow’s hop-
length. Our choice varies gracefully between known optimal settings for the limiting values
of the hop-length, and outperforms shaper selections proposed previously in the literature.

Key words: EDF scheduling, per-hop traffic shaping, end-to-end delay guarantee.

1 Introduction

Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of end-to-end transfer delays for real-time com-
munication services such as voice and video is a key issue in emerging broadband
packet-switched networks. Providing this QoS requires packet scheduling schemes
more sophisticated than First-In-First-Out (FIFO) at switches in the network. The
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [3,12] scheduling discipline, that associates a per-
hop deadline with each packet and schedules packets in order of deadlines, is an
attractive choice due to its proven optimality [5,8] characteristics at a single node.
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In a multi-hop network, a per-hop traffic shaper [14] in conjunction with the EDF
scheduler (together calledRate Controlled EDFor RC-EDF), can support end-
to-end delay guarantees [6]. The schedulable region associated with RC-EDF is
sensitive to the selection of shaping parameters. Earlier work such as [6] presented
ad-hoc choices and [10,13] presented results for restricted settings, but to the best
of our knowledge there has been no systematic study of shaping parameters with a
view to realizing maximal schedulable regions.

Our work studies the problem of identifying “good” RC-EDF shaping parameters.
Our contributions are two-fold. First, we establish analytically that except in trivial
cases, it is infeasible to identify “optimal” flow shapers, independent of the other
traffic in the network. Second, we propose a heuristic choice of shaper parameters
derived from the flow’s hop-length. Our heuristic is simple to compute, and varies
gracefully between the limiting cases on the hop-length (for which results are al-
ready established). Simulation of a realistic traffic scenario show that our heuristic
allows RC-EDF to realize significantly larger admissible regions than before.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 provides background on
EDF scheduling and traffic shaping. The infeasibility of optimal RC-EDF shaping
is established in section 3, and our heuristic choice is proposed and its performance
demonstrated in section 4. Concluding remarks are presented in section 5.

2 Background

Under the EDF scheduling discipline [3,12], flowi at switchm is associated with
a local delay bounddm

i ; then, a packet of flowi arriving to the scheduler at time
t is stamped with a deadlinet + dm

i , and packets in the scheduler are served by
increasing order of deadline. EDF is known to be the optimal scheduling policy
at a single switch [5], namely has the largestschedulable region. For flow i, let
Ai(t) denote the traffic envelope, i.e. an upper bound on the flow traffic for every
interval of sizet. In this work we use the well-knownmultiple-leaky-bucket[2]
descriptor(σk, ρk)k=1,...,Ki

corresponding to the envelopeAi(t) = min1≤k≤Ki
{σk +

ρkt}. Given N flows, where flowi has delay guaranteedi, [5,8] show that EDF
can support the largest set of delay guarantees, in particular those satisfying the
constraint:

N∑
i=1

Ai(t− di) ≤ Ct, ∀t > 0 (1)

whereC denotes link rate andAi(t) = 0 for t < 0. To account for non-preemptive
scheduling with non-negligible packet sizes, the delay guarantee for each flow is
augmented byL/C, whereL denotes maximum packet size. Equation (1) directly
yields a single-node CAC mechanism.
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For a multi-node network, RC-EDF reshapes the traffic at each node. References
[6,10] derive fundamental results on shaping and end-to-end delays under RC-EDF.
Let Em

i (t) denote the shaper envelope for flowi at them-th node on its path, and
the symbol∧ represent concatenation (i.e., series placement) of shapers. This work
assumes all traffic and shaper envelopes to be concave, increasing, piecewise-linear
functions with a finite number of slopes; thus their multiple-leaky-bucket descriptor
(σk, ρk)k=1,...,K satisfiesσ1 < σ2 < · · · < σK andρ1 > ρ2 > · · · > ρK .

Lemma 1 [6, Proposition 2] Consider flowi traversing nodes1, . . . ,M . The RC-
EDF discipline that uses shaperEm

i at nodem offers no better end-to-end delay
guarantees than the RC-EDF discipline using shaperE ′

i =
∧M

m=1 Em
i at each node.

Lemma 2 [6, Proposition 3] Given flowi with envelopeAi(t) = min1≤k≤Ki
{σi,k+

ρi,kt}, thesmallestshaperEi(d)(t) which guarantees shaping delayD(Ai‖Ei(d)) ≤
d, where0 ≤ d ≤ σi,Ki

/ρi,Ki
, is unique and given by

Ei(d)(t) =

 Ai(τi,k∗)t/(τi,k∗ + d), if 0 ≤ t < τi,k∗ + d

Ai(t− d), if t ≥ τi,k∗ + d

whereτi,1 = 0, τi,k = (σi,k − σi,k−1)/(ρi,k−1 − ρi,k) for 2 ≤ k ≤ Ki, andk∗ =
min1≤k≤Ki

{k : Ai(τi,k)− ρi,k(τi,k + d) ≥ 0}.

Lemma 3 [6, Proposition 4] Consider flowi traffic with envelopeAi(t) traversing
nodes1, . . . ,M with corresponding output link speedsCm. Then given an RC-EDF
discipline that uses shaper envelopeEi(d)(t), there is an RC-EDF discipline using
shaper envelopeEi(d

′)(t), d′ ≥ d, which guarantees the same end-to-end delays to
all flows and whose peak ratep′ ≤ min1≤m≤M{Cm}.

Lemma 1 states that it suffices to restrict attention to RC-EDF disciplines that for a
flow use identical shapers at each node. Lemma 2 shows that a “good” shaper can
be characterised by a single parameter: the shaping delay. Lemma 3 further restricts
the family of “good” shapers to be those with peak rate no larger than the link rate
at any of the switches on the path of the flow. Given such a “good” shaperEi(t),
the end-to-end delay bounddi for flow i is:

di = dsh
i +

M∑
m=1

dm
i (2)

wheredsh
i = D(Ai‖Ei) denotes the maximum shaping delay anddm

i is the local
scheduler delay bound at them-th switch for the flow. The maximum shaper delay
is incurred onlyonce, and is independent of the number of nodes on the path. To-
gether, (1) and (2) lead to an end-to-end CAC framework [6,1]: for incoming flow
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i, a shaping delay and associated shaper are picked; the remaining delay is split
among the schedulers on the path of the flow, and the flow is admitted only if the
single-node CAC at every switch along the path admits the flow. The schedulable
region under RC-EDF depends critically on the choice of shaperEi, and identifying
shapers that yield maximal schedulable regions is the subject of this paper. Before
we embark on our study, we note the following result [10, Theorem 4.3] showing
that in the restricted setting of single-leaky-bucket envelopes, complete smoothing
of traffic from flows with “sufficiently” large hop-length is optimal.

Theorem 1 [10, Theorem 4.3] Consider RC-EDF wherein traffic shapers are re-
stricted to the single-leaky-bucket form, carrying flowi with envelopeAi(t) =
σi + ρit traversingM hops with link ratesC1, . . . , CM . Then, if

∑M
m=1 ρi/C

m ≥ 1,
the schedulable region of the RC-EDF discipline is not reduced if the shaper with
envelopeEi(t) = σ′i + ρit, where0 ≤ σ′i ≤ σ, is used for flowi at every switch.

However, two important questions remain unanswered: 1) In the general setting of
multiple-leaky-bucket shapers, can “optimal” shapers be identified?, and 2) Can a
general shaping strategy be derived which applies to all flows (not just ones with
large hop-lengths) and realizes large RC-EDF schedulable regions? To the best of
our knowledge these questions have not been addressed in the literature.

3 Infeasibility of Optimal RC-EDF Shaping

In this section, we address the issue of identifying “optimal” shapers for use with
RC-EDF disciplines that guarantee end-to-end deterministic delay bounds to flows.

Definition 1 An optimal shaperEi for flow i is such that the RC-EDF discipline
that uses shaper envelopeEi(t) for flow i guarantees end-to-end delays to all flows
no lower than the RC-EDF discipline that uses any envelopeE ′

i(t) for flow i.

The shaper envelope for the flow is typically chosen at call-setup, and not mod-
ified during the lifetime of the flow. Moreover, the choice is made independent
of the other flows in the network, since 1) the number of flows in the network is
typically too large, and 2) the set of flows in the network varies dynamically as
flows enter and leave the network. Therefore, it is reasonable to restrict our focus
to network-state-independent shapers, i.e., shapers that are constructed indepen-
dent of the exogenous traffic in the network. We then ask if there exist shapers that
arebothoptimal and network-state-independent, and show that in general they do
not, except in the trivial cases of constant bit rate or single-hop flows.

Consider a link of rateC employing EDF scheduling, and let the workloadW
consist ofN flows, where flowi has concave piecewise linear envelopeAi(t) and
maximum delay requirementdi. Then we define the following:
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Definition 2 Theservice demandDW(t), the residual capacityFW(t) and theef-
fective residual capacityRW(t) corresponding to the workloadW are defined by

DW(t) =
N∑

i=1

Ai(t− di), t ≥ 0 (3)

FW(t) = Ct−DW(t), t ≥ 0 (4)
RW(t) = min

t′≥t
FW(t′), t ≥ 0 (5)

Further define{RA � RB} ≡ {∀t ≥ 0 : RA(t) ≥ RB(t)}, and{RA � RB} ≡
{RA � RB and ∃t ≥ 0 : RA(t) > RB(t)}. Then we establish the following
lemmas (proofs in appendix A):

Lemma 4 LetW denote the workload at the EDF scheduler. A disjoint workload
U is admissible at the EDF scheduler if and only if∀t ≥ 0 : DU(t) ≤ RW(t).

Lemma 5 Let workloadsA andB yield effective residual capacitiesRA(t) and
RB(t) respectively, and letlimt→∞RA(t)/t > 0 and limt→∞RB(t)/t > 0. Then
RA � RB if and only if, for every workloadU , B∪U is feasible implies thatA∪U
is also feasible.

We are now ready to prove the main claim of this section, which states that a shaper
cannot be both network-state-independent and optimal. Recall that it suffices to
focus on shapers which, for any flow, are identical at each node (lemma 1), have
the smallest envelope for a given shaping delay (as per the construction in lemma
2), and have peak rate no larger than the link rate (lemma 3).

Theorem 2 Consider flowi with multiple-leaky-bucket input traffic arrival enve-
lope Ai(t) = min1≤k≤K{σi,k + ρi,kt} (K ≥ 2) that traverses nodes1, . . . ,M
(2 ≤ M < ∞) with corresponding output link speedsCm. Further, let the peak
rate of flowi be no more than the minimum link speed along the path of the flow
(i.e.,σi,1 = 0 andρi,1 ≤ min1≤m≤M{Cm}). Then, there does not exist a network-
state-independent shaperEi(d

sh
i ) that is optimal, in the sense of guaranteeing that

the RC-EDF discipline employing shaper envelopeEi(d
sh
i )(t) provides end-to-end

delays to all flows no worse than the RC-EDF discipline that uses shaper envelope
Ei(d

′sh
i )(t) for arbitrary 0 ≤ d

′sh
i ≤ δi,K/ρi,K .

Proof: By contradiction. Letdi > 0 denote the end-to-end delay requirement of
flow i, and assume that there exists a value ofdsh

i such that the shaper enve-
lope Ei(d

sh
i )(t) is network-state-independent and optimal. Thus, irrespective of

the cross-traffic at the various switches, the RC-EDF discipline that uses shaper
envelopeEi(d

sh
i )(t) guarantees end-to-end delays to all flows no worse than the

RC-EDF discipline that uses any shaperEi(d
′sh
i )(t) where0 ≤ d

′sh
i ≤ δi,K/ρi,K .

Consider the two cases:
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Case I –dsh
i > 0: Choose the cross-traffic at each switchm to be a single flow

with dual-leaky-bucket envelopeAm(t) = min{Cmt, diρi,1

M
+ (Cm − ρi,1)t} and

hop-length 1. From 1), the envelopeEi(d
′sh)(t) whered

′sh = 0 can guarantee an
end-to-end delay bound ofdi to flow i (by guaranteeing delay bounddi/M at each
node) while simultaneously providing a delay bound of0 to each of the other flows.
The shaper envelopeEi(d

sh)(t), however, cannot guarantee these delay bounds,
sincedsh > 0 implies that at least one nodem on the flow’s path has to guarantee a
delay bound lower thandi/M to the flowi envelopeEi(d

sh)(t), but simultaneously
providing a delay bound of0 to the cross-traffic at nodem is not feasible.

Case II –dsh
i = 0: Select the cross-traffic at each switchm to be a single flow

with dual-leaky-bucket envelopeAm(t) = min{Cmt, di−ε
M

ρi,1

1+ε(ρi,1−ρi,2)/σi,2
+(Cm−

ρi,1

1+ε(ρi,1−ρi,2)/σi,2
)t} (where0 < ε < min{di,

σi,2

ρi,2
}) and hop-length of 1. The shaper

envelopeEi(d
′sh) whered

′sh = ε guarantees end-to-end delay bounddi to flow i
(by guaranteeing a delay bound ofdi−ε

M
at each hop) as well as delay0 to the cross-

traffic. However,Ei(d
sh)(t) wheredsh = 0 cannot simultaneously provide a delay

bound of0 to the cross-traffic while providing an end-to-end delay bound ofdi to
flow i, as that would require at least one of the nodesm on the path to provide a
delay bound no larger thandi/M , and this is not feasible forM > 1. 2

That shapers cannot be network-state-independent and yet optimal, may seem to be
in apparent contradiction with existing results. Reference [13] claims that smooth-
ing is beneficial for homogeneous flows if and only if the hop-lengths are larger
than a critical value; however, this does not hold when the flow homogeneity restric-
tion is removed. In the single-leaky-bucket setting, [10, Theorem 4.3] (reproduced
as theorem 1 above) claims optimality; in what follows we show how it reconciles
with our theorem 2. Note first that the single-leaky-bucket envelopes in theorem
1 are outside the family of “good” shapers, since (a) for non-zero bucket size, the
single-leaky-bucket has infinite peak rate, whereas theorem 2 requires peak shaping
rates to be no greater than the link rate, and (b) the single-leaky-bucket form does
not allow the smallest shaper for a given shaping delay budget (as in lemma 2) to
be realized, and is thus sub-optimal. In what follows we show that the apparent ad-
vantage of shaping in the single-leaky-bucket case is due to poor shaper description
(by virtue of the single-leaky-bucket restriction) rather than inherent advantage of
smoothing. We first establish the following lemmas (proofs in appendix A):

Lemma 6 Consider an arbitrary workload at an EDF scheduler operating at rate
C. A flowf with envelopeA(t) = σ + ρt and delay boundd is admissible if and
only if flow f ′ with envelopeA′(t) = min{Ct, σ(1 − ρ

C
) + ρt} and delay bound

d′ = d− σ/C is admissible.

Lemma 7 For an arbitrary workload at an EDF scheduler operating at rateC, if
the flowf with envelopeA(t) = σ + ρt can be guaranteed delay boundd, then
the flowf ′ with envelopeA′(t) = σ′ + ρt, whereσ′ ≤ σ, can be guaranteed delay
boundd′ = d− σ−σ′

C
.
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To see why it may not be possible to provide a delay bound tighter thand′ to flow f ′

in the above lemma, consider cross traffic with envelopeE(t) = Cd− σ− εσ
C

+ εt.
Flow f ′ is not admissible for any delay bound lower thand− σ−σ′

C−ε
, which, for small

ε, can be arbitrarily close tod′. This prepares us for the following theorem:

Theorem 3 Consider a flowi with single-leaky-bucket input traffic envelopeA(t) =
σi + ρit that traverses nodes1, . . . ,M with corresponding output link speedsCm.
Then the RC-EDF discipline that employs for flowi the network-state-independent
shaperEm

i (t) = min{Cmt, σi(1− ρi

Cm )+ρit} at each nodem = 1, . . . ,M guaran-
tees end-to-end delay bounds no worse thananyRC-EDF discipline that employs
for flow i only single-leaky-bucket network-state-independent shapers.

Proof: If flow i uses shaperE(t) = A(t), let the corresponding delay at nodem be
denoted bydm

i , and the total end-to-end delaydi = d1
i + d2

i + . . . + dM
i .

Consider first the RC-EDF discipline that is restricted to single-leaky-bucket shap-
ing. Denote byEi(t) = σ′i + ρit the shaper envelope (whereσ′i ≥ 0 is picked
independent of the cross-traffic in the network), and byδm

i the delay bound at node
m. Then the shaping delayδsh

i =
σi−σ′

i

ρi
, and the end-to-end delay bound for flow

i is δi = δsh
i + δ1

i + . . . + δM
i . From lemma 7,δm

i = dm
i − σi−σ′

i

C
(note that by

virtue of the network-state-independent property tighter delay bounds cannot be
guaranteed). Thusδi =

σi−σ′
i

ρi
+

∑M
m=1(d

m
i −

σi−σ′
i

Cm ), i.e.,

δi = di +
σi − σ′i

ρi

[
1−

M∑
m=1

ρi

Cm

]
(6)

The above equation incidentally proves theorem 1 by showing that
∑M

m=1
ρi

Cm > 1
impliesδi < di, i.e. smoothing can be beneficial irrespective of exogenous traffic.

Now consider the RC-EDF discipline that enforces the peak rate at each node, i.e.
uses shaper envelopeEm

i (t) = min{Cmt, σi(1 − ρi

Cm ) + ρit} at nodem. The total
shaping delay isθsh

i = σ/Cmin whereCmin = min1≤m≤M{Cm}. From lemma 6,
the delay bound at nodem is θm

i = dm
i − σi/C

m. The end-to-end delay bound is
thusθi = σi/C

min +
∑M

m=1(d
m
i − σi/C

m), i.e.,

θi = di +
σi

Cmin
−

M∑
m=1

σi

Cm
(7)

Since0 ≤ σ′i ≤ σ andρi ≤ Cmin, it can be seen thatθi ≤ δi for any choice ofσ′i. 2

This shows that RC-EDF disciplines that use a naive dual-leaky-bucket shaper can
realize better end-to-end delays than RC-EDF disciplines restricted to single-leaky-
bucket shapers. The apparent advantage of smoothing in theorem 1 thus arises from
poor shaper description rather than an inherent benefit of smoothing.
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Fig. 1. Service demands for high and low choices ofdsh for (a) largeh, (b) smallh

4 Heuristic Shaper Choice

Though we cannot hope to realize network-state-independent shapers that areop-
timal (as established in theorem 2), we can still identifyheuristic choices that
can be expected to perform well for reasonably realistic traffic mixes. In gen-
eral, smoothing can be expected to be useful for flows with large hop-lengths
and detrimental when the hop-lengths are small. To illustrate this with an exam-
ple, consider a flowf with (p, σ, ρ) dual-leaky-bucket ingress traffic. The envelope
A(t) = min{pt, σ + ρt} is depicted by OPQ in figure 1. Letd (whered ≤ σ/ρ)
denote the end-to-end delay requirement andh the hop-length of the flow. Further,
assume that once a shaping delaydsh has been selected for the flow, the remaining
scheduling delayd− dsh is split equally among the hops.

Consider first the case whenh is reasonably large. Figure 1(a) shows, at a switch,
the service demand ABC whendsh is very small (i.e., very little smoothing) as also
the service demand ODE whendsh = d (complete smoothing). Though ABC6�
ODE, the service demand ODE lies below the service demand ABC for the most
part. Therefore it seems reasonable to expect that smoothing will yield considerable
benefits whenh is high. On the other hand, whenh is low, the service demand ABC
corresponding to smalldsh as shown in figure 1(b) is preferable in general over the
smoothed case ODE. Thus a small value fordsh can be expected to yield better
performance whenh is low. These observations lead us to propose the following
heuristic choice of the shaping delay:

dsh = min

{
d

(
1− 1

h

)
,
σK

ρK

}
(8)

The shaper envelope corresponding to this choice of shaping delay can be computed
using lemma 2. Such a choice of shaping delay conforms to the intuition presented
above, and varies gracefully between the limiting cases. Whenh = 1, dsh computes
to zero, consistent with earlier results showing that smoothing of single-hop flows
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Table 1
Four-Segment Characterisation for Six MPEG-Coded Movie Traces

Movie σ1 ρ1 σ2 ρ2 σ3 ρ3 σ4 ρ4

Advertisements 0 1.6 800.0 0.8000 1333.0 0.6000 1600.0 0.5330

Jurassic 0 4.0 133.3 1.0540 400.0 0.8533 1066.0 0.7619

Mtv 0 6.0 266.6 2.3565 933.3 1.9730 1866.6 1.8666

Silence 0 4.0 266.6 0.6665 533.3 0.6000 1133.0 0.5000

Soccer 0 5.0 266.6 2.5000 1000.0 1.2380 2133.3 1.0666

Terminator 0 3.4 133.3 0.7878 266.6 0.5866 800.0 0.3666

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150

B
lo

ck
in

g 
pr

ob
ab

ili
ty

Offered load [number of flows]

RC-EDF (no smoothing)
GPS

RC-EDF (complete smoothing)
RC-EDF (hop-dependent smoothing)

Fig. 2. Call blocking probabilities under RC-EDF (no smoothing), GPS, RC-EDF (com-
plete smoothing) and RC-EDF (hop-length dependent smoothing)

is detrimental to network performance [7]. On the other extreme,h → ∞ yields
dsh = d, signifying that the end-to-end delay budget is better used towards traffic
smoothing rather than being fragmented as scheduler delay among the hops. This
is again consistent with [13] showing that in the restricted case where all traffic is
homogeneous, smoothing is beneficial is and only if the hop-lengths areabovea
critical value.

To quantify the advantages of our proposed “hop-length dependent” shaper choice,
we perform simulations of an OC-3 ATM switch operating at 155 Mbps and mul-
tiplexing a traffic mix consisting of six types of video flows, with traffic character-
istics shown in table 1. Each row represents a four-segment leaky-bucket charac-
terisation(σk, ρk)k=1,···,4 of a movie trace, where theσ’s are in Kbits and theρ’s in
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Mbits/s. These characterisations are borrowed from [4], and have been derived as
four-segment covers of the empirical envelopes of traces of MPEG-1 coded movies
in [11]. Flow arrivals are generated according to a Poisson process with parame-
ter α and their durations are exponentially distributed with mean1/β. The ratio
α/β characterises the load offered to the link. Each flow has traffic characteristics
chosen randomly from the characteristics of the six types shown in table 1. The
end-to-end delay requirementd (excluding propagation delays) of the flow is uni-
formly distributed in [100ms, 1.5s], and its hop-length uniformly chosen in [1,5].
After a flow is generated with the above parameters, shaper envelopes for the flow
are selected as per the three shaping strategies: 1) no smoothing (dsh = 0), 2) com-
plete smoothing (dsh = min{d, σ4/ρ4}), and 3) hop-length dependent smoothing
per (8). The remaining delayd− dsh is then split equally among the hops, and the
EDF call acceptance test is performed at the switch to determine if the flow can be
accepted into the network (it is assumed that the switch of interest is the bottleneck,
and hence determines if the flow can be accepted into the network or not). We gen-
erate 100,000 flows in each simulation run, and plot the call blocking probability in
figure 2 under 1) Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduling [9], 2) RC-EDF
with no smoothing, 3) RC-EDF with complete smoothing, and 4) RC-EDF with
the hop-length dependent smoothing method of (8), as the offered load is varied
from 110 to 150 calls. It is seen that RC-EDF employing our hop-length dependent
shaper significantly outperforms the other methods, and hence has the potential to
offer larger schedulable regions in real networks.

5 Conclusions

EDF scheduling with per-hop traffic shaping (called RC-EDF) has been proposed as
an attractive mechanism for supporting traffic with deterministic end-to-end delay
requirements [6,1]. In this paper, we have addressed the question of identifying
traffic shapers that realize large schedulable regions under RC-EDF. We have shown
that identifying the “optimal” shaper is in general infeasible, and have proposed
a heuristic choice which is simple to compute and yields increased schedulable
regions for realistic traffic scenarios. Future work will look into characterising the
performance of RC-EDF in the statistical setting.
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A Proofs of Lemmas

Lemma 4: From (1), the admissibility criteria for workloadU is seen to be∀t ≥
0 : DU(t) ≤ FW(t). Since all traffic envelopesAi(t) are non-decreasing functions
of t, so is the service demandDU of workloadU . Thus the above condition is
equivalent to∀t ≥ 0 : DU(t) ≤ mint′≥t FW(t′). The quantity on the right is
nothing butRW(t); this proves the result. 2
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Fig. A.1. The (a) envelopes, (b) service demands and (c) residual capacities for flowsf
(solid lines) andf ′ (dashed lines) in the proof of lemma 6.
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Fig. A.2. The (a) service demands, (b) residual capacities and (c) effective residual capaci-
ties for flowsf (solid lines) andf ′ (dashed lines) in the proof of lemma 7.

Lemma 5: If part: SayRA � RB. Then any workloadU satisfying∀t ≥ 0 : DU(t) ≤
RB(t) (i.e., the workloadB ∪U is feasible) also satisfies∀t ≥ 0 : DU(t) ≤ RA(t),
and so the workloadA ∪ U is also feasible.Only if part: SayRA 6� RB. Then
∃τ : RB(τ) − RA(τ) = 2δ > 0. Consider workloadU consisting of a single
flow with envelopeA(t) = RB(τ) − δ + εt and delay requirementτ . SinceRB(t)
is monotonically non-decreasing andlimt→∞RB(t)/t > 0, ε can be chosen small
enough such that∀t ≥ 0 : DU(t) ≤ RB(t), thus making the workloadB ∪U feasi-
ble. But the workloadA ∪ U is not feasible, sinceDU(τ) = RB(τ) − δ 6≤ RA(τ).
The existence of a workloadU , such thatB ∪ U is admissible whileA ∪ U is not,
completes the proof. 2

Lemma 6: The envelopeA(t), service demandD(t) and residual capacityF (t) for
the workload consisting of flowf with delay boundd are shown in figure A.1, as
are the corresponding quantitiesA′(t), D′(t) andF ′(t) for the workload consisting
of flow f ′ with delay boundd′. It is easy to see that the residual effective capacities
are equivalent in both cases, and therefore by lemma 5 the result follows.

Lemma 7: Consider the effective residual capacitiesR(t) when the workload con-
sists of the flowf with delay boundd, andR′(t) when the workload consists of
the flowf ′ with delay boundd′ = d− σ−σ′

C
. The envelopes, residual capacities and

effective residual capacities are depicted graphically in figure A.2, and it is easily
verified thatR′ � R. From lemma 5, it follows that for any workload, if flowf is
feasible, so if flowf ′. Thusf ′ is admissible iff is. 2
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